WRITE ON!

A writing support program for Vanderbilt Graduate School Students and Postdocs

OBJECTIVE

Do you want to make more progress toward your writing goals every semester? This program includes programming to help you set achievable goals, establish routines, and meet deadlines within a framework of support and accountability within the Vanderbilt community. The goal is to help graduate students and postdocs develop a daily writing habit that will benefit them in their academic career at Vanderbilt and beyond.

COMMITMENTS FOR SPRING 2023

Over Winter Break
- Register for NCFDD free institutional membership
- Watch Core Curriculum - Skill #1 (1 hour 45 min) and Skill #3 (45 min) online

Week of January 9 (time/date tbd)
Attend Kick Off event and workshop with content from The Writing Studio and University Libraries staff.

Every Day during the semester
You should plan to commit at least 30 min each day (on average) to either actual writing, attending a workshop (virtual or in-person) or participating in your writing group.

Every Week during the semester
Engage with your writing group or participate in one workshop (NCFDD or Vanderbilt offering). Submit a weekly accountability check-in - celebrate your progress!

Week of April 24
Attend Completion Event and make a plan for the summer. At this point, you can choose to continue with your writing group.

SPRING 2023 APPLICATION

Due December 1, 2022
- Use the QR code to the right to apply.
- Contact gpas@vanderbilt.edu for more information/questions.

AT A GLANCE

Challenges toward Academic Writing Progress
- Goal Setting
- Time Management
- Isolation

Benefits of Write On!
- Accountability groups - in person and virtual options
- Workshops and resources for goal setting and productivity
- Tracking and support
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